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Open Source Disclosure for  

DOCSIS 2.0 Modem Products ID 15095610 

IMPORTANT READ CAREFULLY 

 

OPEN SOURCE LICENSE SUPPLEMENT  

The DOCSIS 2.0 Modem Products ID 15095610 product includes certain open source software.  This 

open source software is governed by the terms and conditions of the applicable open source license, and 

you are bound by the terms and conditions of the applicable open source license in connection with your 

use and distribution of the open source software in this product. The open source software, the applicable 

open source licenses and other open source notices are identified below.  You agree to comply with all 

such licenses and other notices. If you do not agree to such terms, you may not install, download, or 

otherwise use the open source software. 

Where specific open source license terms entitle you to the source code of such software, then for at least 

three years from the purchase date of this product, that source code will be available to you upon request 

at cost from Cisco. If you would like a copy on a CD of such open source code in this software, Cisco will 

mail to you a CD with such code for $9.99 upon written request.  Please send your written request and 

check payment (payable to Cisco), together with your name, mailing address, email address, phone 

number, and your Modem product information as described below to: 

  

Attn:  CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER 

OPEN SOURCE  REQUEST - DOCSIS 2.0 Modem Products ID 15095610 

<Include Modem Model Number, Part Number, Serial Number, and Hardware 

Version (HW) here - found on the modem's barcode label> 

<Include Modem Software Version here - See modem user guide for instructions 

on obtaining the software version from the modems webpage>  

Cisco Systems, Inc. 

5030 Sugarloaf Parkway 

Lawrenceville, GA 30044 

 

 

Open Source Licenses and Copyright Notices 
 

The following open source licenses and notices pertain to this product: 
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Open Source Used In DOCSIS 2.0

Modem Products 

 

This document contains the licenses and notices for open source software used in this

product. With respect to the free/open source software listed in this document, if you have

any questions or wish to receive a copy of the source code to which you are entitled under

the applicable free/open source license(s) (such as the GNU Lesser/General Public License)

, please contact us at external-opensource-requests@cisco.com.

 

In your requests please include the following reference number 78EE117C99-15095610

 

 

Contents 

 

1.1 c-ares Library 1.1.0 

     1.1.1 Available under license 

1.2 eCos 2.0 

     1.2.1 Available under license 

1.3 expat 1.95.8 

     1.3.1 Available under license 

1.4 GCC_3.2.1_with_BCM33XX 3.2.1 

     1.4.1 Available under license 

1.5 Kerberos (CablexChange) 5.0 :1.5.1

     1.5.1 Available under license 

1.6 libevent 2.0.4-alpha 

     1.6.1 Available under license 

1.7 libSRTP 1.3.20 
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     1.7.1 Available under license 

1.8 md5 algorithm Original source code from rfc1321 

     1.8.1 Available under license 

1.9 miniupnp 1.6 2007/05/15 

     1.9.1 Available under license 

1.10 NetSNMP 5.0.9 

     1.10.1 Available under license 

1.11 Open SSL 0.9.8 

     1.11.1 Notifications 

     1.11.2 Available under license 

1.12 openssh 4.0p1 

     1.12.1 Available under license 

1.13 regexp 3.8 

     1.13.1 Available under license 

1.14 stund 0.96 

     1.14.1 Available under license 

1.15 The Standard Function Library (SFL) Not Versioned. Copyright 1991,2000 

     1.15.1 Notifications 

     1.15.2 Available under license 

1.16 traceroute 1.1 

     1.16.1 Available under license 

1.17 traceroute6 1.4.2.1 

     1.17.1 Available under license 

1.18 tree.h DragonFly: src/sys/sys/tree.h, v 1.11 2008/01/07 

     1.18.1 Available under license 

 

1.1 c-ares Library 1.1.0 
1.1.1 Available under license : 

/* Copyright 1998 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

* software and its documentation for any purpose and without

* fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright

* notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright

* notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

* documentation, and that the name of M.I.T. not be used in

* advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the

* software without specific, written prior permission.

* M.I.T. makes no representations about the suitability of

* this software for any purpose.  It is provided "as is"
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* without express or implied warranty.

*/

 

 

1.2 eCos 2.0 
1.2.1 Available under license : 

The eCos license version 2.0

This file is part of eCos, the Embedded Configurable Operating System.

Copyright (C) 1998, 1999, 2000, 2001, 2002 Red Hat, Inc.

eCos is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under

the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2 or (at your option) any later version.

 

eCos is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

See the GNU General Public License for more details.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with eCos;

if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St,

Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

As a special exception, if other files instantiate templates or use macros or

inline functions from this file, or you compile this file and link it with other

works to produce a work based on this file, this file does not by itself cause

the resulting work to be covered by the GNU General Public License.

However the source code for this file must still be made available

in accordance with section (3) of the GNU General Public License.

 

This exception does not invalidate any other reasons why a work based

on this file might be covered by the GNU General Public License.

 

Alternative licenses for eCos may be arranged by contacting Red Hat, Inc.

at http://sources.redhat.com/ecos/ecos-license/ -------------------------------------------

 

####ECOSGPLCOPYRIGHTEND####

 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
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			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.
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 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

�

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively
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   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

�

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you
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   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

�

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
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otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

�

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software
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Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

�

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
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   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.
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1.3 expat 1.95.8 
1.3.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 1998, 1999, 2000 Thai Open Source Software Center Ltd

                              and Clark Cooper

Copyright (c) 2001, 2002, 2003 Expat maintainers.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.4 GCC_3.2.1_with_BCM33XX 3.2.1 
1.4.1 Available under license : 

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE  

		       Version 2, June 1991  

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.  

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA  

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies  

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.  

 

			    Preamble  

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your  

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public  

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free  

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This  

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software  

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to  

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by  
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the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to  

your programs, too.  

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not  

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you  

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for  

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it  

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it  

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.  

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid  

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.  

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you  

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.  

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether  

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that  

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the  

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their  

rights.  

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and  

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,  

distribute and/or modify the software.  

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain  

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free  

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we  

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so  

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original  

authors' reputations.  

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software  

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free  

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the  

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any  

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.  

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and  

modification follow.  

  

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE  

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION  

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains  

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed  

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,  

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"  
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means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:  

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,  

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another  

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in  

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not  

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of  

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program  

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the  

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).  

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.  

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's  

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you  

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate  

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the  

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;  

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License  

along with the Program.  

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and  

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.  

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion  

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and  

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1  

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:  

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices  

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.  

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in  

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any  

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third  

   parties under the terms of this License.  

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively  

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such  

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an  

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a  

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide  

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under  

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this  

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but  

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on  

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)  
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These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If  

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,  

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in  

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those  

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you  

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based  

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of  

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the  

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.  

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest  

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to  

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or  

collective works based on the Program.  

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program  

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of  

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under  

the scope of this License.  

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,  

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of  

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:  

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable  

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections  

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,  

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three  

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your  

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete  

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be  

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium  

   customarily used for software interchange; or,  

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer  

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is  

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you  

   received the program in object code or executable form with such  

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)  

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for  

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source  

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any  

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to  

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a  

special exception, the source code distributed need not include  

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary  
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form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the  

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component  

itself accompanies the executable.  

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering  

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent  

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as  

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not  

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.  

  

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program  

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt  

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is  

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.  

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under  

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such  

parties remain in full compliance.  

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not  

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or  

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are  

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by  

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the  

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and  

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying  

the Program or works based on it.  

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the  

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the  

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to  

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further  

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.  

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to  

this License.  

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent  

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),  

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or  

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not  

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot  

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this  

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you  

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent  

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by  

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then  

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to  

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.  
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If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under  

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to  

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other  

circumstances.  

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any  

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any  

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the  

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is  

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made  

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed  

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that  

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing  

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot  

impose that choice.  

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to  

be a consequence of the rest of this License.  

  

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in  

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the  

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License  

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding  

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among  

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates  

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.  

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions  

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will  

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to  

address new problems or concerns.  

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program  

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any  

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions  

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free  

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of  

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software  

Foundation.  

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free  

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author  

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free  

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes  

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals  

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and  

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.  
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			    NO WARRANTY  

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY  

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN  

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES  

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED  

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF  

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS  

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE  

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,  

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.  

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING  

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR  

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,  

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING  

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED  

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY  

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER  

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE  

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.  

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS  

  

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs  

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest  

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it  

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.  

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest  

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively  

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least  

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.  

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>  

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>  

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify  

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by  

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or  

   (at your option) any later version.  

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,  

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of  

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the  

   GNU General Public License for more details.  
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   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License  

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software  

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA  

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.  

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this  

when it starts in an interactive mode:  

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author  

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type 'show w'.  

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it  

   under certain conditions; type 'show c' for details.  

 

The hypothetical commands 'show w' and 'show c' should show the appropriate  

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may  

be called something other than 'show w' and 'show c'; they could even be  

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.  

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your  

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if  

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:  

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program  

 'Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.  

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989  

 Ty Coon, President of Vice  

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into  

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may  

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the  

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General  

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.5 Kerberos (CablexChange) 5.0 :1.5.1
1.5.1 Available under license : 

Kerberos Version 5, Release 1.5.1   

  

                           Release Notes   

                       The MIT Kerberos Team   

  

Unpacking the Source Distribution   

---------------------------------   
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The source distribution of Kerberos 5 comes in a gzipped tarfile,   

krb5-1.5.1.tar.gz.  Instructions on how to extract the entire   

distribution follow.   

  

If you have the GNU tar program and gzip installed, you can simply do:   

  

       gtar zxpf krb5-1.5.1.tar.gz   

  

If you don't have GNU tar, you will need to get the FSF gzip   

distribution and use gzcat:   

  

       gzcat krb5-1.5.1.tar.gz | tar xpf -   

  

Both of these methods will extract the sources into krb5-1.5.1/src and   

the documentation into krb5-1.5.1/doc.   

  

Building and Installing Kerberos 5   

----------------------------------   

  

The first file you should look at is doc/install-guide.ps; it contains   

the notes for building and installing Kerberos 5.  The info file   

krb5-install.info has the same information in info file format.  You   

can view this using the GNU emacs info-mode, or by using the   

standalone info file viewer from the Free Software Foundation.  This   

is also available as an HTML file, install.html.   

  

Other good files to look at are admin-guide.ps and user-guide.ps,   

which contain the system administrator's guide, and the user's guide,   

respectively.  They are also available as info files   

kerberos-admin.info and krb5-user.info, respectively.  These files are   

also available as HTML files.   

  

If you are attempting to build under Windows, please see the   

src/windows/README file.  Note that this release might not build   

under Windows currently.   

  

Reporting Bugs   

--------------   

  

Please report any problems/bugs/comments using the krb5-send-pr   

program.  The krb5-send-pr program will be installed in the sbin   

directory once you have successfully compiled and installed Kerberos   

V5 (or if you have installed one of our binary distributions).   

  

If you are not able to use krb5-send-pr because you haven't been able   

compile and install Kerberos V5 on any platform, you may send mail to   

krb5-bugs@mit.edu.   
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You may view bug reports by visiting   

  

http://krbdev.mit.edu/rt/   

  

and logging in as "guest" with password "guest".   

  

Major changes in 1.5.1   

----------------------   

  

The only significant change in krb5-1.5.1 is to fix the security   

vulnerabilities decribed in MITKRB5-SA-2006-001, which are local   

privilege escalation vulnerabilities in applications running on Linux   

and AIX.   

  

krb5-1.5.1 changes by ticket ID   

-------------------------------   

  

Listed below are the RT tickets of bugs fixed in krb5-1.5.1.  Please see   

  

http://krbdev.mit.edu/rt/NoAuth/krb5-1.5/fixed-1.5.1.html   

  

for a current listing with links to the complete tickets.   

  

3904    fix uninitialized vars   

3956    gssapi compilation errors on Windows   

3971    broken configure test for dlopen   

3998    Document add_entry in ktutil man page   

4012    reverse test for copy_oid_set in lib/gssapi/krb5/indicate_mechs.c   

4036    reject configure option for static libraries   

4037    respect LDFLAGS in NetBSD build   

4063    gss mech glue implementation should validate opaque pointer types   

4088    gss_import_name can fail to call gssint_initialize_library()   

4125    fix MITKRB5-SA-2006-001: multiple local privilege escalation   

       vulnerabilities   

4137    ksu spuriously fails when exiting shell when ksu-ing to non-root   

4168    clean up mkrel patchlevel.h editing etc.   

  

Major changes in 1.5   

--------------------   

  

Kerberos 5 Release 1.5 includes many significant changes to the   

Kerberos build system, to GSS-API, and to the Kerberos KDC and   

administration system.  These changes build up infrastructure as part   

of our efforts to make Kerberos more extensible and flexible.  While   

we are confident that these changes will improve Kerberos in the long   

run, significant code restructuring may introduce portability problems   

or change behavior in ways that break applications.  It is always   

important to test a new version of critical security software like   
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Kerberos before deploying it in your environment to confirm that the   

new version meets your environment's requirements.  Because of the   

significant restructuring, it is more important than usual to perform   

this testing and to report problems you find.   

  

Highlights of major changes include:   

  

* KDB abstraction layer, donated by Novell.   

  

* plug-in architecture, allowing for extension modules to be loaded at   

 run-time.   

  

* multi-mechanism GSS-API implementation ("mechglue"), donated by   

 Sun Microsystems   

  

* Simple and Protected GSS-API negotiation mechanism ("SPNEGO")   

 implementation, donated by Sun Microsystems   

  

* Per-directory ChangeLog files have been deleted.  Releases now   

 include auto-generated revision history logs in the combined file   

 doc/CHANGES.   

  

Changes by ticket ID   

--------------------   

  

Listed below are the RT tickets of bugs fixed in krb5-1.5.  Please see   

  

http://krbdev.mit.edu/rt/NoAuth/krb5-1.5/fixed-1.5.html   

  

for a current listing with links to the complete tickets.   

  

581     verify_krb_v4_tgt is not 64-bit clean   

856     patch to add shared library support for BSD/OS 4   

1245    source tree not 64-bit clean   

1288    v4 ticket file format incompatibilities   

1431    fix errno.h references for cygwin   

1434    use win32 rename solution in rcache for cygwin   

1988    profile library fails to handle space in front of comments   

2577    [Russ Allbery] Bug#250966: /usr/sbin/klogind: Authorization   

       behavior not fully documented   

2615    Fwd: Patch for telnet / telnetd to avoid crashes when used   

       with MS kdc and PAC field   

2628    Cygwin build patches   

2648    [Russ Allbery] Bug#262192: libkrb53: krb_get_pw_in_tkt   

       problems with AFS keys   

2712    whitespace patch for src/kdc/kerberos_v4.c   

2759    fake-getaddrinfo.h incorrectly checks for gethostbyname_r errors   

2761    move getaddrinfo hacks into support lib for easier maintenance   
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2763    file ccache should be held open while scanning for credentials   

2786    dead code in init_common() causes malloc(0)   

2791    hooks for recording statistics on locking behavior   

2807    Add VERSIONRC branding to krb5 support dll   

2855    Possible thread safety issue in lib/krb5/os/def_realm.c   

2856    Need a function to clone krb5_context structs for thread safe apps   

2863    windows klist won't link   

2880    fix calling convention for thread support fns   

2882    Windows 2003 SP1 ktpass.exe generate keytab files fail to load with 1.4   

2886    krb5_do_preauth could attempt to free NULL pointer   

2931    implement SPNEGO   

2932    implement multi-mech GSSAPI   

2933    plug-in architecture   

2936    supplementary error strings   

2959    profile library should check high-resolution timestamps if available   

2979    threaded test program built even with thread support disabled   

3008    Incorrect cross-references in man pages   

3010    Minor path and service man page fixes   

3011    krb5-config should never return -I/usr/include   

3013    Man pages for fakeka and krb524init   

3014    texinfo variable fixes, info dir entries   

3030    Bug report: Kinit has no suport for addresses in   

       credentials. Kinit -a is not enabled.   

3065    Implement RFC 3961 PRF   

3086    [Sergio Gelato] Bug#311977: libkrb53: gss_init_sec_context   

       sometimes fails to initialise output_token   

3088    don't always require support library when building with sun cc   

3122    fixes for AIX 5.2 select() and IPv4/IPv6 issues   

3129    shlib build problems on HP-UX 10.20 with gcc-3.4.3   

3233    kuserok needs to check for uid 99 on Mac OS X   

3252    Tru64 compilation fails after k5-int.h/krb5.h changes   

3266    Include errno.h in kdc/kerberos_v4.c   

3268    kprop should fall back on port 754 rather than failing   

3269    telnet help should connect to a host named help   

3308    kadmin.local is killed due to segmentation fault when   

       principal name argument is missing.   

3332    don't destroy uninitialized rcache mutex in error cases   

3358    krb5 doesn't build when pthread_mutexattr_setrobust_np is   

       defined but not declared   

3364    plugins should be thread-safe   

3415    Windows 64-bit support   

3416    tweak kdb interface for thread safety   

3417    move/add thread support to support lib   

3423    Add support for utmps interface on HPUX 11.23   

3426    trunk builds without thread support are not working   

3434    sizeof type should be checked at compile time, not configure time   

3438    enhancement: report errno when generic I/O errors happen in kinit   

3445    args to ctype.h macros should be cast to unsigned char, not int   
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3466    ioctl header portability fixes for telnet on GNU/kFreeBSD   

3467    Allow GSS_C_NO_OID in krb5_gss_canon_name   

3468    udp_preference_limit typo in krb5.conf man page   

3490    getpwnam_r status checked incorrectly   

3502    Cannot acquire initiator cred using gss_acquire_cred with   

       explicit name on Windows   

3512    updates to NSIS installer for KFW   

3521    Add configurable Build value to File and Product versions for Windows   

3549    library double-free with an empty keytab   

3607    clients/ksu/setenv.c doesn't build on Solaris   

3620    use strerror_r   

3668    Prototype for krb5_c_prf missing const   

3671    shsUpdate should take an unsigned int for length   

3675    unsigned/signed int warnings in krb5_context variables.   

3687    initialize cc_version to 0 not NULL   

3688    Added CoreFoundation bundle plugin support   

3689    build kadm5 headers in generate-files-mac target   

3690    build rpc includes in generate-files-mac target.   

3697    kadmin hangs indefinitely when admin princ has escaped chars   

3706    ipv4+ipv6 messages can trip up KDC replay detection   

3714    fix incorrect padata memory allocation in send_tgs.c   

3716    Plugin search algorithm should take lists of name and directories   

3719    fix bug in flag checking in libdb2 mpool code   

3724    need to export kadm5_set_use_password_server   

3736    Cleanup a number of cast away from const warnings in gssapi   

3739    vsnprintf not present on windows   

3746    krb5_cc_gen_new memory implementation doesn't create a new ccache   

3761    combine kdc.conf, krb5.conf data in KDC programs   

3783    install headers into include/krb5   

3790    memory leak in GSSAPI credential releasing code   

3791    memory leak in gss_krb5_set_allowable_enctypes error path   

3825    krb5int_get_plugin_dir_data() uses + instead of * in realloc   

3826    memory leaks in krb5kdc due to not freeing error messages   

3854    CCAPI krb4int_save_credentials_addr should match prototype   

3866    gld --as-needed not portable enough   

3879    Update texinfo.tex   

3888    ftpd's getline conflicts with current glibc headers   

3898    Export gss_inquire_mechs_for_name for KFW   

3899    Export krb5_gss_register_acceptor_identity in KFW   

3900    update config.guess and config.sub   

3902    g_userok.c has implicit declaration of strlen   

3903    various kadm5 files need string.h   

3905    warning fixes for spnego   

3909    Plugins need to use RTLD_GROUP when available, but definitely   

       not RTLD_GLOBAL   

3910    fix parallel builds for libgss   

3911    getaddrinfo code uses vars outside of storage duration   

3918    fix warnings for lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_initialize.c   
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3920    cease export of krb5_gss_*   

3921    remove unimplemented/unused mechglue functions   

3922    mkrel should update patchlevel.h prior to reconf   

3923    implement RFC4120 behavior on TCP requests with high bit set in length   

3924    the krb5_get_server_rcache routine frees already freed memory   

       in error path   

3925    krb5_get_profile should reflect profile in the supplied context   

3927    fix signedness warnings in spnego_mech.c   

3928    fix typo in MS_BUG_TEST case in krb5_gss_glue.c   

3940    Disable MSLSA: ccache in WOW64 on pre-Vista Beta 2 systems   

3942    make gssint_get_mechanism match prototype   

3944    write svn log output when building release   

3945    mkrel should only generate doc/CHANGES for checkouts   

3948    Windows: fix krb5.h generation   

3949    fix plugin.c to compile on Windows   

3950    autoconf 2.60 compatibility   

3951    remove unused dlopen code in lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_initialize.c   

3952    fix calling convention for krb5 error-message routines,   

       document usage of krb5_get_error_message   

3953    t_std_conf references private function due to explicit linking   

       of init_os_ctx.o   

3954    remove mechglue gss_config's gssint_userok and pname_to_uid   

3957    remove unused lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_utils.c   

3959    re-order inclusions in spnego_mech.c to avoid breaking system headers   

3962    krb5_get_server_rcache double free   

3964    "kdb5_util load" to existing db doesn't work, needed for kpropd   

3968    fix memory leak in mechglue/g_init_sec_ctx.c   

3970    test kdb5_util dump/load functionality in dejagnu   

3972    make gss_unwrap match prototype   

3974    work around failure to load into nonexistent db   

  

Known bugs by ticket ID:   

------------------------   

  

Listed below are the RT tickets for known bugs in krb5-1.5.  Please   

see   

  

http://krbdev.mit.edu/rt/NoAuth/krb5-1.5/bugs-1.5.html   

  

for an up-to-date list, including links to the complete tickets.   

  

3947    allow multiple calls to krb5_get_error_message to retrieve message   

3956    gssapi compilation errors on Windows   

3973    kdb5_util load now fails if db doesn't exist [workaround]   

  

Copyright Notice and Legal Administrivia   

----------------------------------------   
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Copyright (C) 1985-2006 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.   

  

All rights reserved.   

  

Export of this software from the United States of America may require   

a specific license from the United States Government.  It is the   

responsibility of any person or organization contemplating export to   

obtain such a license before exporting.   

  

WITHIN THAT CONSTRAINT, permission to use, copy, modify, and   

distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and   

without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright   

notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and   

this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that   

the name of M.I.T. not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining   

to distribution of the software without specific, written prior   

permission.  Furthermore if you modify this software you must label   

your software as modified software and not distribute it in such a   

fashion that it might be confused with the original MIT software.   

M.I.T. makes no representations about the suitability of this software   

for any purpose.  It is provided "as is" without express or implied   

warranty.   

  

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ''AS IS'' AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR   

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED   

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTIBILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.   

  

Individual source code files are copyright MIT, Cygnus Support,   

OpenVision, Oracle, Sun Soft, FundsXpress, and others.   

  

Project Athena, Athena, Athena MUSE, Discuss, Hesiod, Kerberos, Moira,   

and Zephyr are trademarks of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology   

(MIT).  No commercial use of these trademarks may be made without   

prior written permission of MIT.   

  

"Commercial use" means use of a name in a product or other for-profit   

manner.  It does NOT prevent a commercial firm from referring to the   

MIT trademarks in order to convey information (although in doing so,   

recognition of their trademark status should be given).   

  

----   

  

The following copyright and permission notice applies to the   

OpenVision Kerberos Administration system located in kadmin/create,   

kadmin/dbutil, kadmin/passwd, kadmin/server, lib/kadm5, and portions   

of lib/rpc:   

  

  Copyright, OpenVision Technologies, Inc., 1996, All Rights Reserved   
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  WARNING: Retrieving the OpenVision Kerberos Administration system    

  source code, as described below, indicates your acceptance of the    

  following terms.  If you do not agree to the following terms, do not    

  retrieve the OpenVision Kerberos administration system.   

  

  You may freely use and distribute the Source Code and Object Code   

  compiled from it, with or without modification, but this Source   

  Code is provided to you "AS IS" EXCLUSIVE OF ANY WARRANTY,   

  INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR   

  FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR ANY OTHER WARRANTY, WHETHER   

  EXPRESS OR IMPLIED.  IN NO EVENT WILL OPENVISION HAVE ANY LIABILITY   

  FOR ANY LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF DATA OR COSTS OF PROCUREMENT OF    

  SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES, OR FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT, OR   

  CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THIS AGREEMENT, INCLUDING,    

  WITHOUT LIMITATION, THOSE RESULTING FROM THE USE OF THE SOURCE    

  CODE, OR THE FAILURE OF THE SOURCE CODE TO PERFORM, OR FOR ANY    

  OTHER REASON.   

  

  OpenVision retains all copyrights in the donated Source Code. OpenVision   

  also retains copyright to derivative works of the Source Code, whether   

  created by OpenVision or by a third party. The OpenVision copyright    

  notice must be preserved if derivative works are made based on the    

  donated Source Code.   

  

  OpenVision Technologies, Inc. has donated this Kerberos    

  Administration system to MIT for inclusion in the standard    

  Kerberos 5 distribution.  This donation underscores our    

  commitment to continuing Kerberos technology development    

  and our gratitude for the valuable work which has been    

  performed by MIT and the Kerberos community.   

  

----   

  

   Portions contributed by Matt Crawford <crawdad@fnal.gov> were   

   work performed at Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, which is   

   operated by Universities Research Association, Inc., under   

   contract DE-AC02-76CHO3000 with the U.S. Department of Energy.   

  

---- The implementation of the Yarrow pseudo-random number generator   

in src/lib/crypto/yarrow has the following copyright:   

  

Copyright 2000 by Zero-Knowledge Systems, Inc.   

  

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software   

and its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee,   

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that   

both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in   
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supporting documentation, and that the name of Zero-Knowledge Systems,   

Inc. not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to   

distribution of the software without specific, written prior   

permission.  Zero-Knowledge Systems, Inc. makes no representations   

about the suitability of this software for any purpose.  It is   

provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.   

  

ZERO-KNOWLEDGE SYSTEMS, INC. DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO   

THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND   

FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL ZERO-KNOWLEDGE SYSTEMS, INC. BE LIABLE FOR   

ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES   

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN   

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTUOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT   

OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.   

  

---- The implementation of the AES encryption algorithm in   

src/lib/crypto/aes has the following copyright:   

  

Copyright (c) 2001, Dr Brian Gladman <brg@gladman.uk.net>, Worcester, UK.   

All rights reserved.   

  

LICENSE TERMS   

  

The free distribution and use of this software in both source and binary    

form is allowed (with or without changes) provided that:   

  

  1. distributions of this source code include the above copyright    

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer;   

  

  2. distributions in binary form include the above copyright   

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer   

     in the documentation and/or other associated materials;   

  

  3. the copyright holder's name is not used to endorse products    

     built using this software without specific written permission.    

  

DISCLAIMER   

  

This software is provided 'as is' with no explcit or implied warranties   

in respect of any properties, including, but not limited to, correctness    

and fitness for purpose.   

  

--- The implementations of GSSAPI mechglue in GSSAPI-SPNEGO in   

   src/lib/gssapi, including the following files:   

  

lib/gssapi/generic/gssapi_err_generic.et   

lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_accept_sec_context.c   

lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_acquire_cred.c   
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lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_canon_name.c   

lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_compare_name.c   

lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_context_time.c   

lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_delete_sec_context.c   

lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_dsp_name.c   

lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_dsp_status.c   

lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_dup_name.c   

lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_exp_sec_context.c   

lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_export_name.c   

lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_glue.c   

lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_imp_name.c   

lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_imp_sec_context.c   

lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_init_sec_context.c   

lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_initialize.c   

lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_inq_context.c   

lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_inq_cred.c   

lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_inq_names.c   

lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_process_context.c   

lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_rel_buffer.c   

lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_rel_cred.c   

lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_rel_name.c   

lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_rel_oid_set.c   

lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_seal.c   

lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_sign.c   

lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_store_cred.c   

lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_unseal.c   

lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_verify.c   

lib/gssapi/mechglue/mglueP.h   

lib/gssapi/mechglue/oid_ops.c   

lib/gssapi/spnego/gssapiP_spnego.h   

lib/gssapi/spnego/spnego_mech.c   

  

are subject to the following license:   

  

Copyright (c) 2004 Sun Microsystems, Inc.   

  

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a   

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the   

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including   

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,   

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to   

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to   

the following conditions:   

  

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included   

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.   

  

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS   
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OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF   

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.   

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY   

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,   

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE   

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.   
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/* Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

* All rights reserved.

*

* This package is an SSL implementation written

* by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

* The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.

*

* This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

* the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

* apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,

* lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code.  The SSL documentation

* included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms

* except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

* Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

* the code are not to be removed.
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* If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

* as the author of the parts of the library used.

* This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or

* in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes cryptographic software written by

*     Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"

*    The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library

*    being used are not cryptographic related :-).

* 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from

*    the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ''AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or

* derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

* copied and put under another distribution licence

* [including the GNU Public Licence.]

*/

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 1999 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
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*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.OpenSSL.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    licensing@OpenSSL.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.OpenSSL.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ''AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

*/

/*

* Sun RPC is a product of Sun Microsystems, Inc. and is provided for

* unrestricted use provided that this legend is included on all tape
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* media and as a part of the software program in whole or part.  Users

* may copy or modify Sun RPC without charge, but are not authorized

* to license or distribute it to anyone else except as part of a product or

* program developed by the user.

*

* SUN RPC IS PROVIDED AS IS WITH NO WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND INCLUDING THE

* WARRANTIES OF DESIGN, MERCHANTIBILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE, OR ARISING FROM A COURSE OF DEALING, USAGE OR TRADE PRACTICE.

*

* Sun RPC is provided with no support and without any obligation on the

* part of Sun Microsystems, Inc. to assist in its use, correction,

* modification or enhancement.

*

* SUN MICROSYSTEMS, INC. SHALL HAVE NO LIABILITY WITH RESPECT TO THE

* INFRINGEMENT OF COPYRIGHTS, TRADE SECRETS OR ANY PATENTS BY SUN RPC

* OR ANY PART THEREOF.

*

* In no event will Sun Microsystems, Inc. be liable for any lost revenue

* or profits or other special, indirect and consequential damages, even if

* Sun has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

*

* Sun Microsystems, Inc.

* 2550 Garcia Avenue

* Mountain View, California  94043

*/

/*

* lib/krb5/krb/cp_key_cnt.c

*

* Copyright 1991 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

* All Rights Reserved.

*

* Export of this software from the United States of America may

*   require a specific license from the United States Government.

*   It is the responsibility of any person or organization contemplating

*   export to obtain such a license before exporting.

*

* WITHIN THAT CONSTRAINT, permission to use, copy, modify, and

* distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and

* without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright

* notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and

* this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that

* the name of M.I.T. not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining

* to distribution of the software without specific, written prior

* permission.  Furthermore if you modify this software you must label

* your software as modified software and not distribute it in such a

* fashion that it might be confused with the original M.I.T. software.

* M.I.T. makes no representations about the suitability of

* this software for any purpose.  It is provided "as is" without express
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* or implied warranty.

*

*

* krb5_copy_keyblock()

*/

/*

* Copyright (c) 1990 Dennis Ferguson.  All rights reserved.

*

* Commercial use is permitted only if products which are derived from

* or include this software are made available for purchase and/or use

* in Canada.  Otherwise, redistribution and use in source and binary

* forms are permitted.

*/

/*

**********************************************************************

** Copyright (C) 1990, RSA Data Security, Inc. All rights reserved. **

**                                                                  **

** License to copy and use this software is granted provided that   **

** it is identified as the "RSA Data Security, Inc. MD4 Message     **

** Digest Algorithm" in all material mentioning or referencing this **

** software or this function.                                       **

**                                                                  **

** License is also granted to make and use derivative works         **

** provided that such works are identified as "derived from the RSA **

** Data Security, Inc. MD4 Message Digest Algorithm" in all         **

** material mentioning or referencing the derived work.             **

**                                                                  **

** RSA Data Security, Inc. makes no representations concerning      **

** either the merchantability of this software or the suitability   **

** of this software for any particular purpose.  It is provided "as **

** is" without express or implied warranty of any kind.             **

**                                                                  **

** These notices must be retained in any copies of any part of this **

** documentation and/or software.                                   **

**********************************************************************

*/

 

1.6 libevent 2.0.4-alpha 
1.6.1 Available under license : 

Libevent is available for use under the following license, commonly known   

as the 3-clause (or "modified") BSD license:   

  

==============================   

Copyright (c) 2000-2007 Niels Provos <provos@citi.umich.edu>   

Copyright (c) 2007-2009 Niels Provos and Nick Mathewson   
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Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without   

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions   

are met:   

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright   

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.   

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright   

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the   

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.   

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products   

  derived from this software without specific prior written permission.   

  

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ''AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR   

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES   

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.   

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,   

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT   

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,   

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY   

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT   

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF   

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.   

==============================   

  

Portions of Libevent are based on works by others, also made available by   

them under the three-clause BSD license above.  The copyright notices are   

available in the corresponding source files; the license is as above.  Here's   

a list:   

  

log.c:   

  Copyright (c) 2000 Dug Song <dugsong@monkey.org>   

  Copyright (c) 1993 The Regents of the University of California.   

  

strlcpy.c:   

  Copyright (c) 1998 Todd C. Miller <Todd.Miller@courtesan.com>   

  

win32select.c:   

  Copyright (c) 2003 Michael A. Davis <mike@datanerds.net>   

  

evport.c:   

  Copyright (c) 2007 Sun Microsystems   

  

==============================   

  

The arc4module is available under the following, sometimes called the   

"OpenBSD" license:   

  

  Copyright (c) 1996, David Mazieres <dm@uun.org>   

  Copyright (c) 2008, Damien Miller <djm@openbsd.org>   
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  Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any   

  purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above   

  copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.   

  

  THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES   

  WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF   

  MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR   

  ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES   

  WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN   

  ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF   

  OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

/*

* Copyright (c) 1996, David Mazieres <dm@uun.org>

* Copyright (c) 2008, Damien Miller <djm@openbsd.org>

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

* purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

* copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

* WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

* ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

* WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

* ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

* OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

*/

/*

* Copyright 2002 Niels Provos <provos@citi.umich.edu>

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ''AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

* INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

* DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY
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* THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

* (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

* THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/*

* COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

*

* Copyright (c) 2003 Embedded Unit Project

*

* All rights reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

* a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

* "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

* without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

* distribute, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons

* to whom the Software is furnished to do so, provided that the above

* copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear in all copies

* of the Software and that both the above copyright notice(s) and this

* permission notice appear in supporting documentation.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

* EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT

* OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR

* HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY

* SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER

* RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF

* CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN

* CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

*

* Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder

* shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale,

* use or other dealings in this Software without prior written

* authorization of the copyright holder.

*

* $Id: AssertImpl.c,v 1.5 2004/02/10 16:15:25 arms22 Exp $

*/

/***********************************************************************

*

*  Copyright (c) 2007-2010  ClearAccess, Inc.

*  All Rights Reserved

*

*

*

* This program is the proprietary software of ClearAccess, Inc. and/or

* its licensors, and may only be used, duplicated, modified or distributed

* pursuant to the terms and conditions of a separate, written license
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* agreement executed between you and ClearAccess (an "Authorized License").

* Except as set forth in an Authorized License, ClearAccess grants no license

* (express or implied), right to use, or waiver of any kind with respect to

* the Software, and ClearAccess expressly reserves all rights in and to the

* Software and all intellectual property rights therein.  IF YOU HAVE NO

* AUTHORIZED LICENSE, THEN YOU HAVE NO RIGHT TO USE THIS SOFTWARE IN ANY WAY,

* AND SHOULD IMMEDIATELY NOTIFY CLEARACCESS AND DISCONTINUE ALL USE OF THE

* SOFTWARE.

*

* Except as expressly set forth in the Authorized License,

*

* 1. This program, including its structure, sequence and organization,

*    constitutes the valuable trade secrets of ClearAcces, and you shall use

*    all reasonable efforts to protect the confidentiality thereof.  (Note

*    this clause prohibits you from linking, either statically or dynamically,

*    this program with any software that is licensed under the GPL, as the

*    terms of the GPL would force you to release the source code of this

*    program, thus violating the confidentiality aspect of this clause.)

*

* 2. TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW, THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS"

*    AND WITH ALL FAULTS AND CLEARACCESS MAKES NO PROMISES, REPRESENTATIONS OR

*    WARRANTIES, EITHER EXPRESS, IMPLIED, STATUTORY, OR OTHERWISE, WITH

*    RESPECT TO THE SOFTWARE.  CLEARACCES SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS ANY AND

*    ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF TITLE, MERCHANTABILITY, NONINFRINGEMENT,

*    FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, LACK OF VIRUSES, ACCURACY OR

*    COMPLETENESS, QUIET ENJOYMENT, QUIET POSSESSION OR CORRESPONDENCE

*    TO DESCRIPTION. YOU ASSUME THE ENTIRE RISK ARISING OUT OF USE OR

*    PERFORMANCE OF THE SOFTWARE.

*

* 3. TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW, IN NO EVENT SHALL CLEARACCESS OR

*    ITS LICENSORS BE LIABLE FOR CONSEQUENTIAL, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

*    INDIRECT, OR EXEMPLARY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER ARISING OUT OF OR IN ANY

*    WAY RELATING TO YOUR USE OF OR INABILITY TO USE THE SOFTWARE EVEN

*    IF CLEARACCESS HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

*

************************************************************************/

Copyright (c) 2003 Embedded Unit Project

Copyright (c) 2002 cuppa project

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included
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in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

/* Project : miniupnp

* webpage: http://miniupnp.free.fr/ or http://miniupnp.tuxfamily.org/

* Author : Thomas Bernard

 

Copyright (c) 2005-2007, Thomas BERNARD

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

     and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

	  derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

##############################################################################

#

#  Copyright (c) 2003  Broadcom Corporation

#  All Rights Reserved

#  No portions of this material may be reproduced in any form without the

#  written permission of:

#          Broadcom Corporation

#          16215 Alton Parkway

#          Irvine, California 92618
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#  All information contained in this document is Broadcom Corporation

#  company private, proprietary, and trade secret.

#

##############################################################################

#  $Id$

#

#  Filename:       Template.mak

#  Author:         David Pullen

#  Creation Date:  March 28, 2003

#

##############################################################################

/*

* Copyright (c) 2008-2009 Niels Provos and Nick Mathewson

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*    derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

* INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

* DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

* THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

* (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

* THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

1.7 libSRTP 1.3.20 
1.7.1 Available under license : 

The srtp library and the test drivers distributed with it are licensed under the following BSD-based license.  

 

Copyright (c) 2001-2005 Cisco Systems, Inc. 

All rights reserved. 

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met: 
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Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.  

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.  

Neither the name of the Cisco Systems, Inc. nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written permission. 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.8 md5 algorithm Original source code from

rfc1321 
1.8.1 Available under license : 

/* MD5C.C - RSA Data Security, Inc., MD5 message-digest algorithm

*/

 

/* Copyright (C) 1991-2, RSA Data Security, Inc. Created 1991. All

rights reserved.

 

License to copy and use this software is granted provided that it

is identified as the "RSA Data Security, Inc. MD5 Message-Digest

Algorithm" in all material mentioning or referencing this software

or this function.

 

License is also granted to make and use derivative works provided

that such works are identified as "derived from the RSA Data

Security, Inc. MD5 Message-Digest Algorithm" in all material

mentioning or referencing the derived work.

 

RSA Data Security, Inc. makes no representations concerning either

the merchantability of this software or the suitability of this

software for any particular purpose. It is provided "as is"

without express or implied warranty of any kind.

These notices must be retained in any copies of any part of this

documentation and/or software.

*/
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1.9 miniupnp 1.6 2007/05/15 
1.9.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2005-2006, Thomas BERNARD 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

     and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

	  derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

/*

* Copyright (c) 1991, 1993

*	The Regents of the University of California.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

*    may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

*    without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ''AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
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* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

*	@(#)queue.h	8.5 (Berkeley) 8/20/94

*/

 

1.10 NetSNMP 5.0.9 
1.10.1 Available under license : 

License

 

Various copyrights apply to this package, listed in various separate

parts below.  Please make sure that you read all the parts.

 

---- Part 1: CMU/UCD copyright notice: (BSD like) -----

 

 

      Copyright 1989, 1991, 1992 by Carnegie Mellon University

 

		  Derivative Work - 1996, 1998-2000

Copyright 1996, 1998-2000 The Regents of the University of California

 

			 All Rights Reserved

 

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appears in all copies and

that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation, and that the name of CMU and The Regents of

the University of California not be used in advertising or publicity

pertaining to distribution of the software without specific written

permission.

 

CMU AND THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA DISCLAIM ALL

WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS.  IN NO EVENT SHALL CMU OR

THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL,

INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING

FROM THE LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF

CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN
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CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

 

---- Part 2: Networks Associates Technology, Inc copyright notice (BSD) -----

 

Copyright (c) 2001-2003, Networks Associates Technology, Inc

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

*  Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

*  Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

*  Neither the name of the Networks Associates Technology, Inc nor the

  names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without specific prior written

  permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS

IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS;

OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF

ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

---- Part 3: Cambridge Broadband Ltd. copyright notice (BSD) -----

 

Portions of this code are copyright (c) 2001-2003, Cambridge Broadband Ltd.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

*  Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

*  Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
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  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

*  The name of Cambridge Broadband Ltd. may not be used to endorse or

  promote products derived from this software without specific prior

  written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER ``AS IS'' AND ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

---- Part 4: Sun Microsystems, Inc. copyright notice (BSD) -----

 

Copyright c 2003 Sun Microsystems, Inc., 4150 Network Circle, Santa Clara,

California 95054, U.S.A. All rights reserved.

 

Use is subject to license terms below.

 

This distribution may include materials developed by third parties.

 

Sun, Sun Microsystems, the Sun logo and Solaris are trademarks or registered

trademarks of Sun Microsystems, Inc. in the U.S. and other countries.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

*  Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

*  Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

*  Neither the name of the Sun Microsystems, Inc. nor the

   names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote

   products derived from this software without specific prior written

   permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS

IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
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THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS;

OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF

ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

---- Part 5: Sparta, Inc copyright notice (BSD) -----

 

Copyright (c) 2003-2008, Sparta, Inc

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

*  Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

*  Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

*  Neither the name of Sparta, Inc nor the names of its contributors may

  be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

  without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS

IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS;

OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF

ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

---- Part 6: Cisco/BUPTNIC copyright notice (BSD) -----

 

Copyright (c) 2004, Cisco, Inc and Information Network

Center of Beijing University of Posts and Telecommunications.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
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modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

*  Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

*  Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

*  Neither the name of Cisco, Inc, Beijing University of Posts and

  Telecommunications, nor the names of their contributors may

  be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

  without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS

IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS;

OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF

ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

---- Part 7: Fabasoft R&D Software GmbH & Co KG copyright notice (BSD) -----

 

Copyright (c) Fabasoft R&D Software GmbH & Co KG, 2003

oss@fabasoft.com

Author: Bernhard Penz

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

*  Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

*  Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

*  The name of Fabasoft R&D Software GmbH & Co KG or any of its subsidiaries,

  brand or product names may not be used to endorse or promote products

  derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER ``AS IS'' AND ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
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IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.11 Open SSL 0.9.8 
1.11.1 Notifications : 

This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit

(http://www.openssl.org/)

This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

1.11.2 Available under license : 
LICENSE ISSUES

 ==============

 

 The OpenSSL toolkit stays under a dual license, i.e. both the conditions of

 the OpenSSL License and the original SSLeay license apply to the toolkit.

 See below for the actual license texts. Actually both licenses are BSD-style

 Open Source licenses. In case of any license issues related to OpenSSL

 please contact openssl-core@openssl.org.

 

 OpenSSL License

 ---------------

 

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 1998-2002 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer. 

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this
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*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    openssl-core@openssl.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ''AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

*/

 

Original SSLeay License

-----------------------

 

/* Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

* All rights reserved.

*

* This package is an SSL implementation written

* by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

* The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.

* 
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* This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

* the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

* apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,

* lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code.  The SSL documentation

* included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms

* except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

* 

* Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

* the code are not to be removed.

* If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

* as the author of the parts of the library used.

* This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or

* in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.

* 

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes cryptographic software written by

*     Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"

*    The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library

*    being used are not cryptographic related :-).

* 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from 

*    the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"

* 

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ''AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* 

* The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or

* derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

* copied and put under another distribution licence

* [including the GNU Public Licence.]
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*/

Copyright (C) 1995-1997 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

All rights reserved.

 

This package is an Blowfish implementation written

by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

 

This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

apply to all code found in this distribution.

 

Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

the code are not to be removed.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

  must display the following acknowledgement:

  This product includes software developed by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The license and distribution terms for any publically available version or

derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

copied and put under another distrubution license

[including the GNU Public License.]

 

The reason behind this being stated in this direct manner is past

experience in code simply being copied and the attribution removed

from it and then being distributed as part of other packages. This

implementation was a non-trivial and unpaid effort.
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Copyright (C) 1995-1997 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

All rights reserved.

 

This package is an DES implementation written by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

The implementation was written so as to conform with MIT's libdes.

 

This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

apply to all code found in this distribution.

 

Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

the code are not to be removed.

If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

as the author of that the SSL library.  This can be in the form of a textual

message at program startup or in documentation (online or textual) provided

with the package.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

  must display the following acknowledgement:

  This product includes software developed by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The license and distribution terms for any publically available version or

derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

copied and put under another distrubution license

[including the GNU Public License.]

 

The reason behind this being stated in this direct manner is past

experience in code simply being copied and the attribution removed
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from it and then being distributed as part of other packages. This

implementation was a non-trivial and unpaid effort.

 

1.12 openssh 4.0p1 
1.12.1 Available under license : 

This file is part of the OpenSSH software.

 

The licences which components of this software fall under are as

follows.  First, we will summarize and say that all components

are under a BSD licence, or a licence more free than that.

 

OpenSSH contains no GPL code.

 

1)

    * Copyright (c) 1995 Tatu Ylonen <ylo@cs.hut.fi>, Espoo, Finland

    *                    All rights reserved

    *

    * As far as I am concerned, the code I have written for this software

    * can be used freely for any purpose.  Any derived versions of this

    * software must be clearly marked as such, and if the derived work is

    * incompatible with the protocol description in the RFC file, it must be

    * called by a name other than "ssh" or "Secure Shell".

 

   [Tatu continues]

    *  However, I am not implying to give any licenses to any patents or

    * copyrights held by third parties, and the software includes parts that

    * are not under my direct control.  As far as I know, all included

    * source code is used in accordance with the relevant license agreements

    * and can be used freely for any purpose (the GNU license being the most

    * restrictive); see below for details.

 

   [However, none of that term is relevant at this point in time.  All of

   these restrictively licenced software components which he talks about

   have been removed from OpenSSH, i.e.,

 

    - RSA is no longer included, found in the OpenSSL library

    - IDEA is no longer included, its use is deprecated

    - DES is now external, in the OpenSSL library

    - GMP is no longer used, and instead we call BN code from OpenSSL

    - Zlib is now external, in a library

    - The make-ssh-known-hosts script is no longer included

    - TSS has been removed

    - MD5 is now external, in the OpenSSL library

    - RC4 support has been replaced with ARC4 support from OpenSSL

    - Blowfish is now external, in the OpenSSL library
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   [The licence continues]

 

   Note that any information and cryptographic algorithms used in this

   software are publicly available on the Internet and at any major

   bookstore, scientific library, and patent office worldwide.  More

   information can be found e.g. at "http://www.cs.hut.fi/crypto".

 

   The legal status of this program is some combination of all these

   permissions and restrictions.  Use only at your own responsibility.

   You will be responsible for any legal consequences yourself; I am not

   making any claims whether possessing or using this is legal or not in

   your country, and I am not taking any responsibility on your behalf.

 

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

   BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

   FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

   OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

   PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

   OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

   MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

   TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

   PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

   REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

   IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

   WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

   REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

   INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

   OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

   TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

   YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

   PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

   POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

2)

   The 32-bit CRC compensation attack detector in deattack.c was

   contributed by CORE SDI S.A. under a BSD-style license.

 

    * Cryptographic attack detector for ssh - source code

    *

    * Copyright (c) 1998 CORE SDI S.A., Buenos Aires, Argentina.

    *

    * All rights reserved. Redistribution and use in source and binary

    * forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that

    * this copyright notice is retained.

    *
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    * THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

    * WARRANTIES ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL CORE SDI S.A. BE

    * LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY OR

    * CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES RESULTING FROM THE USE OR MISUSE OF THIS

    * SOFTWARE.

    *

    * Ariel Futoransky <futo@core-sdi.com>

    * <http://www.core-sdi.com>

 

3)

   ssh-keyscan was contributed by David Mazieres under a BSD-style

   license.

 

    * Copyright 1995, 1996 by David Mazieres <dm@lcs.mit.edu>.

    *

    * Modification and redistribution in source and binary forms is

    * permitted provided that due credit is given to the author and the

    * OpenBSD project by leaving this copyright notice intact.

 

4)

   The Rijndael implementation by Vincent Rijmen, Antoon Bosselaers

   and Paulo Barreto is in the public domain and distributed

   with the following license:

 

    * @version 3.0 (December 2000)

    *

    * Optimised ANSI C code for the Rijndael cipher (now AES)

    *

    * @author Vincent Rijmen <vincent.rijmen@esat.kuleuven.ac.be>

    * @author Antoon Bosselaers <antoon.bosselaers@esat.kuleuven.ac.be>

    * @author Paulo Barreto <paulo.barreto@terra.com.br>

    *

    * This code is hereby placed in the public domain.

    *

    * THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHORS ''AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS

    * OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

    * WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

    * ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

    * LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

    * CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

    * SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

    * BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

    * WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

    * OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE,

    * EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

5)

   One component of the ssh source code is under a 3-clause BSD license,
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   held by the University of California, since we pulled these parts from

   original Berkeley code.

 

    * Copyright (c) 1983, 1990, 1992, 1993, 1995

    *      The Regents of the University of California.  All rights reserved.

    *

    * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

    * modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

    * are met:

    * 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

    *    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

    * 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    *    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

    *    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

    * 3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

    *    may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

    *    without specific prior written permission.

    *

    * THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

    * ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

    * IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

    * ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

    * FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

    * DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

    * OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

    * HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

    * LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

    * OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

    * SUCH DAMAGE.

 

6)

   Remaining components of the software are provided under a standard

   2-term BSD licence with the following names as copyright holders:

 

	Markus Friedl

	Theo de Raadt

	Niels Provos

	Dug Song

	Aaron Campbell

	Damien Miller

	Kevin Steves

	Daniel Kouril

	Wesley Griffin

	Per Allansson

	Nils Nordman

	Simon Wilkinson

 

    * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
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    * modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

    * are met:

    * 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

    *    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

    * 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    *    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

    *    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

    *

    * THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

    * IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

    * OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

    * IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

    * INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

    * NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

    * DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

    * THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

    * (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

    * THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

------

$OpenBSD: LICENCE,v 1.19 2004/08/30 09:18:08 markus Exp $

 

1.13 regexp 3.8 
1.13.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 1992, 1993, 1994, 1997 Henry Spencer.  All rights reserved.

This software is not subject to any license of the American Telephone

and Telegraph Company or of the Regents of the University of California.

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose on

any computer system, and to alter it and redistribute it, subject

to the following restrictions:

 

1. The author is not responsible for the consequences of use of this

  software, no matter how awful, even if they arise from flaws in it.

 

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented, either by

  explicit claim or by omission.  Since few users ever read sources,

  credits must appear in the documentation.

 

3. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

  misrepresented as being the original software.  Since few users

  ever read sources, credits must appear in the documentation.

 

4. This notice may not be removed or altered.
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1.14 stund 0.96 
1.14.1 Available under license : 

The Vovida license

The Vovida Software License, Version 1.0

 

This license applies to all software incorporated in the "Vovida

Open Communication Application Library" except for those portions

incorporating third party software specifically identified as being

licensed under separate license.

 

The Vovida Software License, Version 1.0

Copyright (c) 2000 Vovida Networks, Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

 

3. The names "VOCAL", "Vovida Open Communication Application Library",

and "Vovida Open Communication Application Library (VOCAL)" must

not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

software without prior written permission. For written

permission, please contact vocal@vovida.org.

 

4. Products derived from this software may not be called "VOCAL", nor

may "VOCAL" appear in their name, without prior written

permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE AND

NON-INFRINGEMENT ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL VOVIDA

NETWORKS, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES

IN EXCESS OF $1,000, NOR FOR ANY INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY

OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE
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USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

 

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by Vovida

Networks, Inc. and many individuals on behalf of Vovida Networks,

Inc. For more information on Vovida Networks, Inc., please see

http://www.vovida.org.

 

All third party licenses and copyright notices and other required

legends also need to be complied with as well.

 

1.15 The Standard Function Library (SFL) Not

Versioned. Copyright 1991,2000 
1.15.1 Notifications : 

This product uses parts of the iMatix SFL, Copyright ö 1991-2000 iMatix Corporation <http://www.imatix.com>". 

1.15.2 Available under license : 
The SFL License Agreement

 

This license agreement covers your use of the iMatix STANDARD FUNCTION LIBRARY (SFL), its source code,

documentation, and executable files, hereinafter referred to as "the Product".

 

The Product is Copyright  1991-2000 iMatix Corporation. You may use it and distribute it according to this

following License Agreement. If you do not agree with these terms, please remove the Product from your system.

By incorporating the Product in your work or distributing the Product to others you implicitly agree to these license

terms.

Statement Of Copyright

 

The Product is, and remains, Copyright  1991-2000 iMatix Corporation, with exception of specific copyrights as

noted in the individual source files.

Conditions Of Use

 

You do not need to provide the source code for the Product as part of your product. However, you must do one of

these things to comply with the Product License Agreement:

 

  1. Provide the source code for Product modules that you use, or

  2. Make your product freely available according to a license similar to the GNU General Public License, or the Perl

Artistic License, or

  3. Add this phrase to the documentation for your product: "This product uses parts of the iMatix SFL, Copyright 

1991-2000 iMatix Corporation <http://www.imatix.com>".

 

Rights Of Usage

 

You may freely and at no cost use the Product in any project, commercial, academic, military, or private, so long as

you respect the License Agreement. The License Agreement does not affect any software except the Product. In
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particular, any application that uses the Product does not itself fall under the License Agreement.

 

You may modify any part of the Product, including sources and documentation, except this License Agreement,

which you may not modify.

 

You must clearly indicate any modifications at the start of each source file. The user of any modified Product code

must know that the source file is not original.

 

At your discretion, you may rewrite or reuse any part of the Product so that your derived code is not obviously part

of the Product. This derived code does not fall under the Product License Agreement directly, but you must include

a credit at the start of each source file indicating the original authorship and source of the code, and a statement of

copyright as follows:

"Parts copyright (c) 1991-2000 iMatix Corporation."

Rights Of Distribution

 

You may freely distribute the Product, or any subset of the Product, by any means. The License, in the form of the

file called "LICENSE.TXT" must accompany any such distribution.

 

You may charge a fee for distributing the Product, for providing a warranty on the Product, for making

modifications to the Product, or for any other service provided in relation to the Product. You are not required to ask

our permission for any of these activities.

 

At no time will iMatix associate itself with any distribution of the Product except that supplied from the Internet site

http://www.imatix.com.

Disclaimer Of Warranty

 

The Product is provided as free software, in the hope that it will be useful. It is provided "as-is", without warranty of

any kind, either expressed or implied, including, but not limited to, the implied warranties of merchantability and

fitness for a particular purpose. The entire risk as to the quality and performance of the Product is with you. Should

the Product prove defective, the full cost of repair, servicing, or correction lies with you.

 

1.16 traceroute 1.1 
1.16.1 Available under license : 

/*-

* Copyright (c) 1990, 1993

*	The Regents of the University of California.  All rights reserved.

*

* This code is derived from software contributed to Berkeley by

* Van Jacobson.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
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*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*	This product includes software developed by the University of

*	California, Berkeley and its contributors.

* 4. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

*    may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

*    without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

1.17 traceroute6 1.4.2.1 
1.17.1 Available under license : 

/*	$KAME: traceroute6.c,v 1.29 2000/06/12 16:29:18 itojun Exp $	*/

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 1995, 1996, 1997, and 1998 WIDE Project.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the project nor the names of its contributors

*    may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

*    without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE PROJECT AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
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* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE PROJECT OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

/*-

* Copyright (c) 1990, 1993

*	The Regents of the University of California.  All rights reserved.

*

* This code is derived from software contributed to Berkeley by

* Van Jacobson.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*	This product includes software developed by the University of

*	California, Berkeley and its contributors.

* 4. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

*    may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

*    without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*/
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1.18 tree.h DragonFly: src/sys/sys/tree.h, v

1.11 2008/01/07 
1.18.1 Available under license : 

# $FreeBSD: src/COPYRIGHT,v 1.4 1999/09/05 21:33:47 obrien Exp $

# $DragonFly: src/COPYRIGHT,v 1.11 2007/12/31 23:53:32 swildner Exp $

#	@(#)COPYRIGHT	8.2 (Berkeley) 3/21/94

 

Authors of new code wishing specific recognition are encouraged to use the

DragonFly copyright with the following paragraph inserting just after the

Copyright line.  Multiple authors should simply append their names to the

[pre-existing] paragraph:

 

This code is derived from software contributed to The DragonFly Project

by Author Name <author@email.address>

 

--

 

The software known as "DragonFly" or "DragonFly BSD" is distributed under

the following terms:

 

Copyright (c) 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008

	The DragonFly Project.  All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

  the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

  distribution.

3. Neither the name of The DragonFly Project nor the names of its

  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

  from this software without specific, prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

''AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
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LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED

AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

--

 

The 4.4BSD and 4.4BSD-Lite software is distributed under the following

terms:

 

All of the documentation and software included in the 4.4BSD and 4.4BSD-Lite

Releases is copyrighted by The Regents of the University of California.

 

Copyright 1979, 1980, 1983, 1986, 1988, 1989, 1991, 1992, 1993, 1994

	The Regents of the University of California.  All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

  must display the following acknowledgement:

This product includes software developed by the University of

California, Berkeley and its contributors.

4. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

  may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

  without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ''AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

--

 

The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers and the American
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National Standards Committee X3, on Information Processing Systems have

given us permission to reprint portions of their documentation.

 

In the following statement, the phrase ''this text'' refers to portions

of the system documentation.

 

Portions of this text are reprinted and reproduced in electronic form in

the second BSD Networking Software Release, from IEEE Std 1003.1-1988, IEEE

Standard Portable Operating System Interface for Computer Environments

(POSIX), copyright C 1988 by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics

Engineers, Inc.  In the event of any discrepancy between these versions

and the original IEEE Standard, the original IEEE Standard is the referee

document.

 

In the following statement, the phrase ''This material'' refers to portions

of the system documentation.

 

This material is reproduced with permission from American National

Standards Committee X3, on Information Processing Systems.  Computer and

Business Equipment Manufacturers Association (CBEMA), 311 First St., NW,

Suite 500, Washington, DC 20001-2178.  The developmental work of

Programming Language C was completed by the X3J11 Technical Committee.

 

The views and conclusions contained in the software and documentation are

those of the authors and should not be interpreted as representing official

policies, either expressed or implied, of the Regents of the University

of California.

 

--

 

NOTE: The copyright of UC Berkeley's Berkeley Software Distribution ("BSD")

source has been updated.  The copyright addendum may be found at

ftp://ftp.cs.berkeley.edu/pub/4bsd/README.Impt.License.Change and is

included below.

 

July 22, 1999

 

To All Licensees, Distributors of Any Version of BSD:

 

As you know, certain of the Berkeley Software Distribution ("BSD") source

code files require that further distributions of products containing all or

portions of the software, acknowledge within their advertising materials

that such products contain software developed by UC Berkeley and its

contributors.

 

Specifically, the provision reads:

 

"     * 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software
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     *    must display the following acknowledgement:

     *    This product includes software developed by the University of

     *    California, Berkeley and its contributors."

 

Effective immediately, licensees and distributors are no longer required to

include the acknowledgement within advertising materials.  Accordingly, the

foregoing paragraph of those BSD Unix files containing it is hereby deleted

in its entirety.

 

William Hoskins

Director, Office of Technology Licensing

University of California, Berkeley

 

--
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